Testimionials

Michael - London
I must say thank you for everything that you have manage to achieve for me Carron. It has been
a wonderful and reassuring experience. I wish you all the best for the future , your standards are
the highest that I have seen from any other practitioner that I have been to. With a professional
attitude towards your customer's requirements at all times.

And the affordability is best by far and would recommend her services to anyone.

Natalie - Leeds
Carron fixed my terrible lip fillers than I stupidly got a few months ago because they were
cheap. She put me at complete ease and was really gentle. I highly recommend her. Extremely
grateful and love my new even lips thank you xxx

Vicky - Batley
Amazing results very professional and put me at ease I'm looking good and loving what Caron
has done would recommend her xxx thankyou xxx

Zoe - Bradford
Would definitely recommend Caron she is fantastic and very professional. I felt very relaxed in
her hands would not want to go anywhere else!!

Sarah - Bradford
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Really happy with the outcome of what i had done will definatley be returning

Darren – Cleckheaton
Thankyou! I look younger and feel fantastic…Also attracting the younger ladies with the youthful
looks you have provided me with, can’t recommend your professionalism, knowledge and skills
enough!

Paul – Spain
Best teeth whitening I've ever had

Emma – Leeds
I am absolutely petrified of needles but the lovely Carron put me at ease immediately. Very
professional, friendly & informative. I left feeling confident & happy with my procedure & will be
a returning customer/client

Definitely recommend to family & friends.

Thankyou carron! 5 star treatment 5 star lady!
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Sonja – Halifax
I saw a lady Carron had treated and was well impressed, with her work. I decided to treat
myself, to a long awaited make over. I found Carron to be professional, gentle and her
aesthetics treatment, to be of a very high quality standard. Carron is a natural perfectionist and
would safely recommend her.

Julie – Dewsbury
Carron is a true professional, she is always attending specialist courses in Aesthetics to keep
up-to-date with new developments. Very knowledgeable, passionate and a perfectionist of her
own work. Customer Service is 100%, she truly looks after her customers. Carron believes in
using high quality, evidence based products and equipment so you can be guaranteed safety
and longevity of the products she uses. She constantly stays in contact with you before and
after any aesthetic treatments you choose to have, Carron is a qualified Nurse who is a
Specialist in aesthetic treatments, she is also a qualified independent nurse prescriber and has
been a nurse for nearly 2 decades with a vast amount of experience and knowledge. She is a
member of numerous organisations who regulate her work to ensure safety and that she
provides and to ensure good service for her clients. She constantly asks her clients for feedback
on how she can make improvements to the treatments and scope of what she provides and
customer satisfaction is high on her priority list.

I cannot recommend Carron highly enough; give her a try, once you have tried her you will not
want to go anywhere else for your treatments. The Latte's she makes you on arrival...are to die
for! Thank-you for my treatments and keep up the good service you provide. Look forward to
seeing you real soon! Can't wait to try the new Electronic Needling System!

Rita – Batley
Thank you Carron I love the results and the aftercare you gave you are amazing. I’ll be back for
more.xx
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Steve – Huddersfield
Brilliant results!

Sophie – Wakefield
Professional, safe, amazing with all her clients . Very, very talented when it comes to aesthetics
x

Dawn – Bradford
Very helpful makes you feel at ease would recommend carron to anyone thanks

Tracey – Tenerife
Carron offers fantastic treatments, wouldn't trust my face in anyone else's hands

Mark

– Leeds

"Just like to say, Rejuvenate did a fab job on my Botox ! My head looks a lot smoother and i
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look younger, Rejuvenate were very professional and i would highly recommend them !
Thanks,Rejuvenate!..See you soon!"

Jan – Lincolnshire
"Extremely pleased with the level of service i have received and their attention to detail, i won't
go anywhere else, i have tried the larger companies and basically there isn't any personal touch
like you get at Rejuvenate. After care is excellent and you are truely looked after...Once again,
Thanks Rejuvenate...Keep up the excellent work!"

Natasha – Bradford
"I want my Botox to be so natural you won’t really know I’ve had it done and thanks to
Rejuvenate I can blatantly deny that I am having Botox and, because I look so natural, I can
actually get away with it"

Cheryl-Halifax
"I have had Sclerotherapy for thread veins on my legs. I am extremely pleased with the results,
as before I felt extremely embarrassed on holiday and I couldn’t really wear the clothes in the
summer that I wanted to, and now I can. I would definitely recommend it to anyone, the
confidence this as now given me i can't emphasise enough "

Denise-Huddersfield
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"With the Laser Teeth whitening i received fantastic results, which was a painless
procedure,very quick and very happy.I can now smile with confidence"!

Carolyn-Heckmondwike
"Thanks to Rejuvenate,i can for the first time in my life say i have luscious lips!I would never
consider wearing red lipstick before,but,my lips look fantastic ...I can't thank you enough,what a
confidence booster".

Caroline- Wigan
I have tried every diet going...I am truly amazed! just in 5 days I have lost 10lb (over half of a
stone!)

I can honestly say dieting as never been as easy, I feel full all off the time, when I do eat a meal,
I am full on half of what I am used to eating. I don't have the cravings for chocolate like I
normally have on any diet I have tried-this is a first! I am happy taking this painless injection
daily with the reassurance it is used within our National Health Service! I can't thank Carron
enough-Thank-you for educating me about this miracle weight loss injection! All the Thank-you
in the world!!!
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